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(57) ABSTRACT 

An optical ?ber ribbon stack in Which individual ribbons are 
pre-stressed according to a predetermined tension/compres 
sion distribution before being laminated together in a stack. 
This distribution corresponds to expected thermo-mechani 
cal conditions Which occur during the service of the cable 
housing the ribbon stack, and may be linear or non-linear, 
symmetric or non-symmetric, producing straight or curved 
stacks. 
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Fig. 1(c) 
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Fig. 1(a) 
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Fig. 2(c) 
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Fig. 2(a) 
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Fig. 3(a) 
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Fig. 3(c) 
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Fig. 3(a) 
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Fig. 5(a) 
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Fig. 6 
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Fig. 7(a) 
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FUNCTIONALLY PRE-STRESSED RIBBON STACK 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates generally to a ?ber 
optic cable having a pre-stressed ribbon stack, and more 
particularly to a cable having stacked ribbons Which are 
pre-stressed according to a distribution that corresponds to 
expected thermo-mechanical conditions to occur during the 
service of the cable. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0004] In ?ber optic cables With stranded, tWisted, or 
straight ribbon stacks, the corner ?bers experience a high 
level of attenuation, Which reduces the cable’s performance 
characteristics and limits the level of recommended thermo 
mechanical loads. As shoWn in FIG. 4, the corner ?bers 41a 
of the laminated ribbon stack 41 of the ?ber optic cable 40 
are located the most remotely from the geometrical center of 
the ribbon stack. Consequently, under mechanical bending 
and contact stresses from surrounding cable components 
such as buffer tube 42, the corner ?bers 41a usually have 
maximum stress levels as compared With the centrally 
located ?bers. Moreover, under thermal loading, the ther 
moplastic material of the buffer tube 42 expands and con 
tracts in both longitudinal and radial directions. Correspond 
ing displacement of the thermally loaded buffer tube 42 
places an additional stress on the corner ?bers 41a. The 
attenuation in the corner ?bers 41a of the ribbon stack 41 
may be reduced by increasing the gap betWeen the corners 
of the ribbon stack 41 and the buffer tube 42 (i.e., by 
providing a larger buffer tube). But this approach leads to an 
undesirable increase in the cable diameter. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] It is an object of the present invention to improve 
the optical performance of the cable through increased 
thermo-mechanical load resistance of a cable in Which a 
laminated ribbon stack is provided. 

[0006] It is a further object of the present invention to 
reduce the attenuation experienced by the corner ?bers of an 
optical ?ber ribbon stack provided in a cable, Without 
increasing the diameter of the cable. 

[0007] These objects are ful?lled by constructing an opti 
cal ?ber ribbon stack in Which some of the optical ?ber 
ribbons are pre-stressed according to a predetermined ten 
sion/compression distribution before being laminated 
together in a stack. This distribution corresponds to expected 
thermo-mechanical conditions Which occur during the ser 
vice of the cable housing the ribbon stack, and may be linear 
or nonlinear, symmetric or non-symmetric, including anti 
symmetric. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0008] The above objects and advantages of the present 
invention Will become more apparent by describing in detail 
a preferred embodiment thereof With reference to the 
attached draWings in Which: 

[0009] FIG. 1(a) illustrates a side vieW of a laminated 
ribbon stack symmetrically pre-stressed according to a ?rst 
embodiment of the present invention; 
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[0010] FIG. 1(b) illustrates a side vieW of a resulting 
stress distribution When the pre-stressed ribbon stack of 
FIG. 1(a) is stretched and bent as shoWn in FIG. 5(a); 

[0011] FIGS. 1(c) and 1(a) illustrate numerical examples 
of the stress distributions of FIGS. 1(a), 1(b) and 5(b); 

[0012] FIG. 2(a) illustrates a side vieW of a laminated 
ribbon stack symmetrically pre-stressed according to a sec 
ond embodiment of the present invention; 

[0013] FIG. 2(b) illustrates a side vieW of a resulting 
stress distribution When the pre-stressed ribbon stack of 
FIG. 2(a) is subjected to cold temperatures; 

[0014] FIGS. 2(c) and 2(a) illustrate numerical examples 
of the stress distributions of FIGS. 2(a), 2(b) and 6; 

[0015] FIG. 3(a) illustrates a side vieW of a laminated 
ribbon stack non-symmetrically pre-stressed according to a 
third embodiment of the present invention; 

[0016] FIG. 3(b) illustrates a side vieW of a resulting 
stress distribution When the pre-stressed ribbon stack of 
FIG. 3(a) is bent as shoWn in FIG. 7(a); 

[0017] FIGS. 3(c) and 3(a) illustrate numerical examples 
of the stress distributions of FIGS. 3(a), 3(b) and 7(b); and 

[0018] FIG. 4 illustrates an ordinary (i.e., non-pre 
stressed) laminated ribbon stack located in a buffer tube; 

[0019] FIG. 5(a) illustrates a side isometric vieW of a 
non-pre-stressed laminated ribbon stack stretched and bent 
With respect to a point or axis A; 

[0020] FIG. 5(b) illustrates a side vieW of the ribbon stack 
of FIG. 5(a) With a stress distribution resulting from stretch 
ing and bending; 

[0021] FIG. 6 illustrates a side vieW of an ordinary (i.e., 
non-pre-stressed) laminated ribbon stack that is subjected to 
a cold temperature; 

[0022] FIG. 7(a) illustrates a side isometric vieW of a 
non-pre-stressed laminated ribbon stack subjected to pure 
bending With respect to the axis of the ribbon stack; and 

[0023] FIG. 7(b) illustrates a side vieW of the ribbon stack 
of FIG. 7(a) With a stress distribution resulting from bend 
ing With respect to the axis of the ribbon stack. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0024] The present invention resides in providing a ribbon 
stack in Which the individual ribbons are pre-stressed before 
being laminated together. The ribbons are pre-stressed 
according to a stress distribution that corresponds to the 
thermo-mechanical conditions that are expected during the 
cable’s service. The stress distribution is either a non-linear 
or linear curve across the ribbon stack’s thickness (i.e., from 
one outer most ribbon to the other). The stress distribution 
may include compression stresses (designated as negative 
values) as Well as tensile stresses (designated as positive 

values). 
[0025] First Embodiment: 

[0026] FIG. 1(a) illustrates a side vieW of a laminated 
ribbon stack 10 symmetrically pre-stressed according to a 
?rst embodiment of the present invention. The non-linear 
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symmetric stress distribution avoids attenuation due to 
expected mechanical tension and bending about a point or 
axis. 

[0027] The ribbon stack 10 includes an upper most ribbon 
11, a loWer most ribbon 12, and other ribbons therebetWeen. 
The outer most ribbons (i.e., the upper most and loWer most 
ribbons) are pre-compressed, but not enough to buckle the 
ribbons. The inner ribbons, on the other hand, are pre 
stretched. This pre-compression/pre-stretching is accom 
plished by stretching the inner ribbons to a greater degree 
than the outer ribbons, and then laminating the ribbons 
together in the form of a ribbon stack. After lamination the 
more greatly stretched inner ribbons Will have a stronger 
tendency to relax and return to their original state, resulting 
in a compression force being imparted on the outer most 
ribbons (shoWn as a negative value in FIG. 1(a)) and a 
tensile force remaining on the inner ribbons (shoWn as a 
positive value in FIG. 1 (a)). 

[0028] The formation of the pre-stressed laminated ribbon 
stack 10 shoWn in FIG. 1(a) Will noW be explained in more 
detail With reference to the example illustrated in FIG. 1(c). 
This ?gure shoWs a ribbon stack of six ribbons horiZontally 
laid on top of one another. The upper portion of the ?gure 
shoWs the ribbon stack after the tensile stresses are imparted 
onto the ribbons but prior to lamination, and the loWer 
portion of the ?gure shoWs the ribbon stack after lamination. 
The numbers represent grams of force, typically applied per 
individual ?ber, a positive number being a tensile force and 
a negative number being a compression force. 

[0029] Prior to lamination each of the ribbons is subjected 
to a particular tensile force. The inner ribbons are subjected 
to a larger tensile force than the outer ribbons. In the 
example shoWn in FIG. 1(c), the tWo inner-most ribbons are 
subjected to a tensile force of 120 grams, the next tWo inner 
most ribbons are subjected to a tensile force of 95 grams, and 
the outer ribbons are subjected to a tensile force of 60 grams. 
None of the individual ribbons is compressed before lami 
nation. 

[0030] The stressed ribbons are laminated together to form 
a laminated ribbon stack. Due to elastic unloading, the 
varying tensile forces of the individual ribbons counteract 
each other to form a residual or ?nal stress distribution 
across the ribbon stack. That is, the ribbons With the larger 
tensile forces Will have a greater tendency to shrink back to 
their stress-free states, thereby imparting compression forces 
on the ribbons With the smaller tensile forces. More speci? 
cally, the stress on each ribbon of the laminated ribbon stack 
is approximately equal to the difference betWeen the par 
ticular ribbon’s pre-lamination tensile stress and the average 
tensile stress across the Width (i.e., from top to bottom) of 
the pre-lamination ribbon stack. In the example of FIG. 1(c), 
the average pre-lamination tensile force is approximately 92 
grams, and thus the post-lamination or residual stresses of 
the inner most ribbons is 29 grams, the next inner most 
ribbons is 3 grams and the outer most ribbons is —32 grams, 
the negative number indicating a compression stress. This 
example laminated ribbon stack 10 has a symmetric stress 
distribution, and is shoWn in the bottom portion of FIG. 
1(c). 
[0031] The stresses resulting from simultaneous stretching 
and bending a ribbon stack With respect to a point or axis 
Will noW be explained. 
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[0032] FIG. 5(a) illustrates a side isometric vieW of an 
ordinary (i.e., non-pre-stressed) laminated ribbon stack 50 
stretched and bent With respect to a point or axis A. When 
this ribbon stack 50 is stretched and bent about the point or 
axis A, the resulting stress distribution across the ribbon 
stack 50 is as shoWn in FIG. 5(b). The top ribbon 51 has a 
higher tensile stress (and associated micro-bending) as com 
pared With the other ribbons in the stack 50. 

[0033] High levels of stress caused by stretching and 
bending in the top ribbon of the stack can be signi?cantly 
reduced by pre-stressing the ribbon stack according to the 
stress distribution shoWn in FIG. 1(a), discussed above. 
When this pre-stressed ribbon stack 10 is bent, the pre 
compression in the outer most ribbon is compensated With 
the induced tensile stress in the top ribbon 11. This stress 
compensation effect is depicted in FIG. 1(b), Which shoWs 
the stress on the top ribbon 11 not being nearly as great as 
that of the top ribbon 51 of the ordinary (non-pre-stressed) 
stack 50 of FIG. 5(b). 

[0034] The stretching and bending of the pre-stressed 
ribbon stack 10 of FIG. 1(a) Will noW be explained in more 

detail With reference to the example illustrated in FIG. 1 This example is a ribbon stack of six ribbons horiZontal laid 

on top of one another. The upper portion of the ?gure shoWs 
the stress distribution of the ribbon stack after lamination in 
accordance With the invention, the middle portion shoWs the 
stress distribution of an ordinary ribbon stack stretched and 
bent With respect to a point or axis (as discussed With respect 
to FIGS. 5(a) and 5(b)), and the loWer portion of the ?gure 
shoWs the stress distribution of the pre-stressed ribbon stack 
of the present invention When stretched and bent in such a 
manner. The numbers represent grams of force, a positive 
number being a tensile force and a negative number being a 
compression force. As shoWn in the loWer portion of FIG. 
1(a) there is a resulting tensile force of 48 grams on the 
upper ribbon and a compression force of —2 grams on the 
loWer ribbon. These forces have signi?cantly loWer absolute 
values than the tensile force of 80 grams on the upper ribbon 
of the ordinary stack and 30 grams on the loWer ribbon 
observed in the regular case of non-pre-stressed ribbon 
stacks. The result is a ribbon stack having corner ?bers of the 
upper and loWer ribbons less subjected to micro-bending and 
attenuation. 

[0035] Second Embodiment: 
[0036] FIG. 2(a) illustrates a side vieW of a laminated 
ribbon stack 20 symmetrically pre-stressed according to a 
second embodiment of the present invention. This symmet 
ric, non-linear stress distribution avoids attenuation that can 
be caused by cold temperatures. 

[0037] The ribbon stack 20 includes an upper most ribbon 
21, a loWer most ribbon 22 and other ribbons therebetWeen. 
The outer most ribbons are pre-stretched, While the inner 
most ribbons are pre-compressed. This pre-stretching/pre 
compression is accomplished by stretching the outer ribbons 
to a greater degree than the inner ribbons, and then lami 
nating the ribbons together in the form of a ribbon stack 20. 
After lamination the more greatly stretched outer ribbons 21, 
22 Will have higher elastic unloading forces to return to their 
stress-free state. This result in a compression force being 
imparted on the inner ribbons (shoWn as a negative value in 
FIG. 2(a)) and a tensile force remaining on the outer ribbons 
(shoWn as a positive value in FIG. 2(a)) When the state of 
equilibrium of the stack is achieved. 
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[0038] The formation of the laminated ribbon stack 20 
shoWn in FIG. 2(a) Will noW be explained in more detail 
With reference to the example illustrated in FIG. 2(c). This 
?gure shoWs a ribbon stack of six ribbons horiZontal laid on 
top of one another. The upper portion of the ?gure shoWs the 
ribbon stack after the tensile stresses are imparted onto the 
ribbons but prior to lamination, and the loWer portion of the 
?gure shoWs the ribbon stack after lamination. 

[0039] Prior to lamination each of the inner ribbons are 
subjected to a larger tensile force than the outer ribbons. In 
the example shoWn in FIG. 2(c), the tWo inner-most ribbons 
are subjected to a tensile force of 90 grams, the tWo next 
ribbons are subjected to a tensile force of 110 grams, and the 
outer ribbons are subjected to a tensile force of 120 grams. 

[0040] The stressed ribbons are laminated together to form 
a laminated ribbon stack. The varying tensile forces of the 
individual ribbons then counteract each other to form a 
stress distribution across the ribbon stack. That is, the 
ribbons With the larger tensile forces Will have greater elastic 
unloading forces to move back to their stress-free states, 
thereby imparting compression forces on the ribbons With 
the smaller tensile forces. When the state of equilibrium of 
the stack is achieved, the result is a symmetric stress 
distribution as shoWn in the bottom portion of FIG. 2(c). 
The post-lamination stresses of the inner most ribbons is —16 
grams, Which is a compression force, the next inner most 
ribbons is 3 grams and the outer most ribbons is 13. 

[0041] The stresses on the ribbon stack 20 resulting from 
the cable, Which houses the stack 20, being subjected to cold 
temperatures Will noW be explained. 

[0042] FIG. 6 illustrates a side vieW of an ordinary (i.e., 
non-pre-stressed) laminated ribbon stack 60 that is subjected 
to a cold temperature. When the cable housing of this ribbon 
stack 60 is subjected to a cold environment, the force of the 
shrinking displacement of the thermoplastic buffer tube is 
transmitted to the ribbon stack 60 superimposing stresses of 
compression on the outer most ribbons 61, 62 and corner 
?bers of these ribbons. 

[0043] The negative effects cold temperatures have on the 
corner ?bers of the top ribbon 61 of the stack 60 can be 
signi?cantly reduced by pre-stressing the ribbon stack With 
tensile forces according to the stress distribution shoWn in 
FIG. 2(a), discussed above. When the this pre-stressed 
ribbon stack 20 is subjected to cold environments, the 
superposition of thermal compression and pre-existing ten 
sile force in the outer most ribbons 21, 22 Will favorably 
reduce stresses on the outer ribbons 21, 22 that Would have 
otherWise occurred. This resulting stress distribution is 
depicted in FIG. 2(b). 

[0044] The pre-stressed ribbon stack 20 of FIG. 2(a) 
subjected to cold temperatures Will noW be explained in 
more detail With reference to the example illustrated in FIG. 

This ?gure uses as an example a ribbon stack of six 
ribbons horiZontal laid on top of one another. The upper 
portion of the ?gure shoWs the stress distribution of the 
ribbon stack 20 after lamination, the middle portion shoWs 
the stress distribution of an ordinary (i.e., non-pre-stressed) 
ribbon stack subjected to cold temperatures (as discussed 
With respect to FIG. 6), and the loWer portion of the ?gure 
shoWs the stress distribution of the pre-stressed ribbon stack 
When subjected to cold. As shoWn in the loWer portion of 
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FIG. 2(a) the resulting stress in the upper most and loWer 
most ribbons are equal to Zero. Consequently, the corner 
?bers of the pre-stressed ribbon stack 20 can be subjected to 
much loWer temperatures in order to reach levels of ther 
mally induced stress, in Which excessive levels of compres 
sion stresses typically cause localiZed micro-bending and 
buckling of ?bers along With associated attenuation prob 
lems. 

[0045] Third Embodiment: 

[0046] FIG. 3(a) illustrates a side vieW of a laminated 
ribbon stack 30 non-symmetrically pre-stressed according to 
a third embodiment of the present invention. This non 
symmetric stress distribution results in a pre-curved ribbon 
stack and can be used to reduce attenuation under mechani 
cal bending With respect to the axis of the ribbon stack, or 
can be advantageously used for tWist and helical stranding of 
ribbon stacks. Other linear or non-linear stress distribution 
curves including anti-symmetric, non-linear distributions 
can be used for these purposes. 

[0047] In the ?rst tWo embodiments the stress distribu 
tions are symmetric. Symmetric stress distributions occur 
When the outer ribbons are pre-stressed equally and the 
distribution of stresses through the ribbon stack is symmet 
ric, thereby resulting in the ?nal shape of the ribbon stack 
being straight. The stress distribution of the third embodi 
ment is non-symmetric and thus results in a ribbon stack that 
is curved or tWisted. 

[0048] Returning to FIG. 3(a), the ribbon stack 30 
includes an upper most ribbon 31, a loWer most ribbon 32, 
and other ribbons therebetWeen. The upper half of the ribbon 
stack 30, including the upper most ribbon 31, is pre 
stretched. The loWer half of the stack 30, including the loWer 
most ribbon 32, is pre-compressed, but not enough to buckle 
the ribbons. This pre-stretching/pre-compression is accom 
plished by stretching the upper ribbons to a greater degree 
than the loWer ribbons, and then laminating the ribbons 
together in the form of a ribbon stack. After lamination the 
more greatly stretched upper ribbons Will have higher force 
of elastic unloading to return to their stress-free state, 
resulting in a compression force being imparted on the loWer 
ribbons (shoWn as a negative value in FIG. 3(a)) and a 
tensile force remaining in the upper ribbons (shoWn as a 
positive value in FIG. 3(a)). 

[0049] The formation of the laminated ribbon stack 30 
shoWn in FIG. 3(a) Will noW be explained in more detail 
With reference to the example illustrated in FIG. 3(c). This 
?gure shoWs a ribbon stack of six ribbons horiZontal laid on 
top of one another. The upper portion of the ?gure shoWs the 
ribbon stack after the tensile stresses are imparted onto the 
ribbons but prior to lamination, and the loWer portion of the 
?gure shoWs the ribbon stack after lamination. 

[0050] Prior to lamination the upper ribbons are subjected 
to a larger tensile force than the loWer ribbons. In the 
example shoWn in FIG. 3(c), the ribbons are subjected to a 
forces of 120, 100, 80, 60, and 20 grams, respectively, from 
the loWer most ribbon to the upper most ribbon. 

[0051] The stressed ribbons are laminated together to form 
a laminated ribbon stack. The varying tensile forces of the 
individual ribbons then counteract each other to form a 
stress distribution across the ribbon stack. That is, the 
ribbons With the larger tensile forces Will have higher elastic 
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unloading force to shrink back to their Zero-stress states, 
thereby imparting compression forces on the ribbons With 
the smaller tensile forces. The result is a laminated ribbon 
stack having an anti-symmetric stress distribution as shoWn 
in the bottom portion of FIG. 3(c). 

[0052] The stresses resulting from bending a ribbon stack 
at its axis Will noW be explained. FIG. 7(a) illustrates a side 
isometric vieW of a non-pre-stressed laminated ribbon stack 
70 subjected to pure bending With respect to the axis of the 
ribbon stack, and FIG. 7(b) illustrates a side vieW of the 
ribbon stack of FIG. 7(a) With a stress distribution resulting 
from bending With respect to the axis of the ribbon stack. As 
clearly seen in these ?gures, the resulting levels of stresses 
(and associated micro-bending) on the top ribbon 71 and 
bottom ribbon 72 are signi?cant as compared With the other 
ribbons in the stack 70. 

[0053] The level of bending stress in the stack can be 
signi?cantly reduced by pre-stressing the ribbon stack 
according to the stress distribution shoWn in FIG. 3(a), 
discussed above. When the this pre-stressed ribbon stack 30 
is bent, the pre-compression in the upper most ribbon 31 and 
the pre-tensile stress in the loWer most ribbon 72 are 
compensated by the stress distribution due to the stack 
bending, thereby altogether reducing the stress levels in the 
top and bottom ribbons 31, 32 that Would have otherWise 
occurred. This effect is depicted in FIG. 3(b), Which shoWs 
the stresses in Which the Whole stack including the upper 
most ribbon 31 and the loWer most ribbon 32 being virtually 
eliminated. 

[0054] The bending of the pre-stressed ribbon stack 30 of 
FIG. 3(a) Will noW be explained in more detail With 
reference to the example illustrated in FIG. This ?gure 
uses as an example a ribbon stack of six ribbons horiZontal 
laid on top of one another. The upper portion of the ?gure 
shoWs the stress distribution of the ribbon stack 30 after 
lamination, the middle portion shoWs the stress distribution 
of an ordinary ribbon stack bent With respect its axis (as 
discussed With respect to FIGS. 7(a) and 7(b)), and the loWer 
portion of the ?gure shoWs the stress distribution of the 
pre-stressed ribbon stack When bent in such a manner. As 
shoWn in the loWer portion of the ?gure, resulting stress in 
the stack is equal to Zero. 

[0055] As discussed above, the pre-stressed ribbon stack 
30 of the third embodiment is curved or tWisted due to its 
non-symmetric stress distribution. In tWisted and stranded 
con?guration (e.g., six buffer tubes housing ribbon stacks 
are stranded around a central strength member forming a 
helical path), the curvature of the ribbon stacks may be used 
to improve performance of the cable. That is, pre-curved 
ribbons can “naturally” accommodate subsequent curvilin 
ear (e.g. helical) paths Without inducing an additional bend 
ing of the stack, for example during the stack stranding in the 
slotted core. 

[0056] Although the invention has been described With 
reference to speci?c embodiments and examples, this 
description is not meant to be construed in a limiting sense. 
For example, the ribbon stacks are not limited to including 
six ribbons, but may include any number so desirable. Also, 
the grams of force provided in the examples are merely used 
to explain the invention and are not limiting. Various modi 
?cations of the disclosed embodiments and example, as Well 
as other embodiments and examples of the present inven 
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tion, Will become apparent to persons skilled in the art upon 
reference to the description of the invention. It is therefore 
contemplated that the appended claims Will cover any such 
modi?cations, embodiments or examples as fall Within the 
true scope of the invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An optical ?ber ribbon stack, comprising: 

a plurality of optical ?ber ribbons laminated together to 
form a stack; 

Wherein some of the optical ?ber ribbons include an 
internal force of one of a tensile pre-stress and a 
compression pre-stress. 

2. The optical ?ber ribbon stack according to claim 1, 
Wherein a stress distribution of the stack is symmetric. 

3. The optical ?ber ribbon stack according to claim 2, 
Wherein the stack is straight. 

4. The optical ?ber ribbon stack according to claim 2, 
Wherein the internal force of the outer ribbons is compres 
sion pre-stress and the internal force of the inner ribbons is 
tensile pre-stress. 

5. The optical ?ber ribbon stack according to claim 2, 
Wherein the internal force of the outer ribbons is tensile 
pre-stress and the internal force of the inner ribbons is 
compression pre-stress. 

6. The optical ?ber ribbon stack according to claim 1, 
Wherein a stress distribution of the stack is non-symmetric. 

7. The optical ?ber ribbon stack according to claim 6, 
Wherein the stack is curved. 

8. The optical ?ber ribbon stack according to claim 1, 
Wherein a stress distribution of the stack is anti-symmetric. 

9. The optical ?ber ribbon stack according to claim 6, 
Wherein the internal tensile force of the ribbons gradually 
increases across the thickness of the ribbon stack. 

10. A method for forming a pre-stressed ribbon stack for 
use in a cable, comprising the steps of: 

providing a plurality of ribbons; 

imparting different tensile stresses on respective ones of 
the plurality of ribbons; and 

laminating the pre-stressed ribbons together to form a 
laminated ribbon stack. 

11. The method according to claim 10, Wherein the stress 
distribution of the laminated ribbon stack is symmetric. 

12. The method according to claim 11, Wherein the 
laminated ribbon stack is straight. 

13. The method according to claim 11, Wherein the step of 
imparting tensile stresses comprises the steps of: 

imparting a ?rst tensile stress on the outermost ribbons of 
the ribbon stack; and 

imparting a second tensile stress, Which is greater that the 
?rst tensile stress, on the inner ribbons of the ribbon 
stack; and 

Wherein after lamination the ?rst tensile stress becomes a 
compression stress. 

14. The method according to claim 11, Wherein the step of 
imparting tensile stresses comprises the steps of: 

imparting a ?rst tensile stress on the outermost ribbons of 
the ribbon stack; and 
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irnparting a second tensile stress, Which is less that the 
?rst tensile stress, on the inner ribbons of the ribbon 
stack; and 

Wherein after lamination the second tensile stress 
becomes a compression stress. 

15. The method according to claim 10, Wherein the stress 
distribution of the laminated ribbon stack is non-symmetric. 

16. The method according to claim 15, Wherein the 
laminated ribbon stack is curved for use in stranding in one 
of a helical path, slotted core and curvilinear groove. 

17. The method according to claim 10, Wherein the stress 
distribution of the laminated ribbon stack is anti-syrnrnetric. 
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18. The method according to claim 17, Wherein the 
laminated ribbon stack is curved for use in stranding in one 
of a helical path, slotted core and curvilinear groove. 

19. The method according to claim 15, Wherein the tensile 
stresses irnparted on the respective ribbons gradually 
decreases from the upper-rnost ribbon to the loWer-rnost 
ribbon. 

20. The method according to claim 17, Wherein the tensile 
stresses irnparted on the respective ribbons gradually 
decreases from the upper-rnost ribbon to the loWer-rnost 
ribbon. 


